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Introduction. A topological semigroup S is a topological space S

such that the set S has a binary composition which is associative and

continuous with respect to the topology. In [2], P. S. Mostert and

A. L. Shields gave a list of problems in topological semigroups. In

this and subsequent notes we give partial answers to several of these

problems and to others suggested to the author by R. P. Hunter. We

give here the answers to problems P2 and P6 of [2], which are:

P2. Let 5 be a locally-compact, connected, Hausdorff topological

semigroup with zero and identity. Is there is a compact, connected

subsemigroup M containing the zero and identity?

P6. Let S be a compact, connected, Hausdorff topological semi-

group with identity and which is not a group. Does 5 admit a con-

tinuous, nontrivial homomorphism on to some (/)-semigroup?

In each case we give a counter-example which answers these ques-

tions in the negative.

The author wishes to state here his gratitude to his supervisor,

M. F. Atiyah, for discussions, and to R. P. Hunter for communica-

tions by letter, which have enabled him to present both the theorems

in this paper in a far more elegant manner than would otherwise have

been the case.

1. Counterexample to P2. Let X be the subspace of the Euclidean

plane R2 given by

0 < x g 1,       0 = y g 1    and   y < §    if   x = 0.

Then X is locally-compact, Hausdorff and arcwise-connected. We de-

fine a multiplication on X as follows:

(x, y)-ix', y') = ixx' Max(y, /), Min(y, /))•

This is well defined. For each coordinate of the product lies be-

tween 0 and 1 and if Min(y, y') ^ J, then x, x' > 0 and hence

xx' Max(y, y') >0. We observe that (0, 0) is the zero of X, (1, 1) the

unit of X, and that the multiplication is commutative.

We now prove associativity. That of the second coordinate of a

triple product is immediate. Again, by the commutativity,

\XX )X   »^  X   yX X)y X\X X   )  =   yX   X )Xt

Hence, in order to prove associativity for the first coordinate of a
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triple product, we can without loss of generality assume y^y". We

now need a lemma on ordered sets.

Lemma 1. Let T be a set totally ordered by ^, and write Max(ö, b)

= aVJb, Min(a, b) =aC\b, all a, bET. Then for any a, b, cET, the two
unordered pairs {aC\b, (a\Jb)(~\c}, {ar\(b\Jc), b(~\c} coincide.

Proof. If b^a or b^c, then

af~\b= (anb)U(ar\c) m aPi(JWc),

cC\b = (c r\ b) yj (a r\ c) =■ (a\Jb)r\c.

If b^a and b^c, then

a r\ b = c H b,

aH(5U c) = (ar\b)VJ(ar\c) = (c Pi b) U (a H c) = (a\Jb)f~\c.

This lemma proves the associativity of X. The continuity of the

multiplication on X follows because Min, Max and product are all

continuous on the reals.

Now for any (x, y)EX, (x, y)" = (xnyn_1, y). Hence if (x, y)^(l, 1),

(x, y)n —» (0, y)    as   n —» co.

But if y^|, (0, y) G A. Thus any subsemigroup containing such an

element cannot be compact. If a subsemigroup does not contain such

an element and yet contains 0 and 1, it is not connected.

Hence we have the following

Theorem 1. There exists an arcwise-connected, locally-connected,

locally-compact, Hausdorff topological semigroup with zero and identity

such that no compact connected subsemigroup contains both zero and

identity.

This includes the solution of problem P2 of Mostert and Shields.

2. Counterexample to P6.

Definition. An (J)-semigroup is a topological semigroup on the

unit interval such that one endpoint is the zero and the other end-

point is the unit.

Such semigroups have been completely classified by Mostert and

Shields in [2], building on results of Faucett in [l].

Let 7= [0, l] with multiplication s-s' = Min(s, s'). Let J= [f, l]

with multiplication í-í' = Max(|, tt'). Set S=IXJ with coordinate-

wise multiplication. Notice that

M = [0, 1] X {i} U {0} X [il]
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is an ideal of S, that is, SMQM, MSQM. Define X = S/M, the Rees
quotient obtained by identifying M to a point, denoted zEX. Thus

X is a commutative semigroup with unit (1, 1) and zero z. Having

a zero, it cannot be a group. X is arcwise-connected and compact,

being the quotient space of such a space. X is Hausdorff because 5

is a regular space and M is closed in 5. The multiplication in X is

continuous because that in 5 is so.

We observe that there is an arc of idempotents from 0 to 1 in X,

namely [O, l]X {1}. All other points of X are strictly nilpotent, that

is, for each such xEX, there is an integer A7(x) >1 such that xN(x)

= 0EX.

Let A be any topological semigroup on the unit interval. Suppose

there exists a continuous homomorphism f:X—>A. Let /(l)=Oi,

/(0)=a0, «ii a0EA. Since/ is a homomorphism, ei0 and ai are idem-

potents. Suppose ezi = ezo. Let xEX; then

fix) =/(x-l) =/(*)•/(!) =/(-r)-/(0) =/(x-0) =/(0) = o„.

Thus/CX") = {a0}, and /is the trivial map onto an idempotent single-

ton.

If ao^ai, consider a0<ai. Choose bEA, a0<b<ai. Then b=fiy)

—fiy') where y is idempotent and y' is nilpotent. Hence b is idem-

potent and is also nilpotent to exo. This contradiction proves eio = ai.

Similarly if öo>ßi.

Hence X only admits the trivial continuous homomorphism into a

topological semigroup on the unit interval. Indeed, we see that X

admits no continuous homomorphism onto a one-dimensional semi-

group.

Thus we have proved the following

Theorem 2. There exists a compact, arcwise-connected, Hausdorff,

abelian topological semigroup which is two-dimensional and has zero

and identity but admits no continuous homomorphism onto a one-dimen-

sional semigroup.

This includes the solution of problem P6 of Mostert and Shields.
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